
Observability Without the Hassle
ELK Alternative

Tired of the hidden costs, complexity 
and security risks of building and 
managing your own ELK stack?

Coralogix provides a fully-managed 
analytics and observability platform 
that scales effortlessly so you can stop 
stressing about maintaining your ELK stack, 
and get back to the innovative projects 
that will drive your organization forward.

No complex setup. Fast, powerful search. No vendor lock-in.

 Auto-Parsing & Data Enrichment 
Connect any data, in any format, and  
enjoy automatic parsing and real-time  
data enrichment. 
 

 Data Clustering 
Automatically cluster millions of logs 
at ingestion for faster investigations, 
higher level analytics and more accurate 
anomalies. Convert data to trackable 
metrics before indexing to extract previously 
unattainable system and business insights.

 ML-Powered Anomalies & Alerts 
Detect abnormal activity without needing 
fixed thresholds, and get alerted to 
potential issues with dynamic alerting.

 Version Benchmarking 
Integrate Coralogix with your CI/CD pipeline 
and get automatic impact analysis reports on 
every change you make. 
 

 Live Tail 
Get real-time, pre-index live tail to 
view logs from all servers in one 
place and with zero latency.

 Direct Archive Query 
Directly query data in the archive 
even if it was never indexed.

Out-of-the-Box Capabilities



Use any syntax, including the familiar ELK syntax, for quick 
and easy on-boarding and no vendor lock-in.

Visualize your data anywhere including in our purpose-built UI, Kibana, Grafana, SQL 
clients, Tableau, or using our CLI and full API support. Our support team will be available 
to help you migrate your existing Kibana visualizations and alerts or to set up new ones.

Familiar Syntax and Seamless Visualization
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Focus on creating value for your customers instead of 
managing and scaling your own ELK stack. Coralogix 
scales effortlessly alongside your system growth 
and can easily ingest data from new sources. 

Using breakthrough data prioritization, Coralogix is able to 
reduce your total cost of ownership and ensure that data 
costs don’t increase exponentially as your systems grow.

Scale Effortlessly  
and Optimize Costs

Coralogix is fully compliant with the highest standards of privacy 
and security and provides multiple geographic data centers for 
compatibility with various local privacy laws. Secure and audited user 
access, SSO, RBAC, Teams, Application/Subsystem segregation.

Enterprise-Grade Security

Offload the support of your observability stack to our dedicated support 
staff. Our customer support team is available 24/7 to help you with 
your data processing, visualization, querying, alerting needs & more.

24/7 White-Glove Support
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